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AXSUWr
study of
This paper concerns an analytical
chemical
finite
rate
mixing
and
molecular
vortices
row of
an
infinite
in
reactions
Diffusion equations
representing a mixing layer.
for reacting and non-reacting species are solved
locally in the Lagranglan frame of reference
The flowfield Is a
following material elements.
the
problem.
The
concentration
given
for
distributions in the vortex structure are composed
from these analytical solutions and presented for
several cases.
The probability density functions
constructed from these distributions are compared
For the cases
with the nixing layer experiments.
indicate encouraging
studied,
the comparisons
However,
agreement for the reacting flow case.
se
differences are present for the non-reacting
flows.
ZRIcN

c.00r0

In many combustion systems, the combustion of
fuel and oxidizer takes place in turbulent flow
in either
reactors where fuel and oxidizer,
prmidxed or non-premixed form, are introduced into
Since chemical reactions take
; mixing zone.
place upon molecular mixing of reactants, there is
the combustion
a
strong interaction
between
A typical
processes and the local flowfield.
example Is the reacting nixing layer behind a
splitter plate separating the fuel and oxidizer
stream that meet at the plate's trailing edge.
In general, the two stresno have different speeds
to promote mixing of the reactants, thus the
combustion rate.
In such a flow configuration,
well-bnm
initially two dimensional vortices are
formed due to the onset of the Kelvin-Hetlaholtz
This problem has received vast
instability.
amount of attention in the past several decades,
Experimental (Atft%on non-reacting and reacting

a mixing layer Imbedded with a line of two
This situation approximates
dimensional vortices.
the temporal growth of a mixing layer locally
In this paper, the
without the effect of pairing.
mixing and reaction of two initially segregated
species streams are analyzed In a Lagrangian frame
of reference accounting for the stretching of the
material lines as molecular diffusion and chemical
This
reactions are taking place across them.
(8)
and
approach follows the ?Tthodology of Marble
Marble and Karagozian ) in that the study of the
an
accurate
behavior
does
provide
local
representation of the local physical processes.
This appr%h was recently used by Cetegen and
Sirignano
to determine the concentration field
of non-reacting and reacting scalars within a twoand
its
mixing
dimensional
single
vortex
statistics.
In this paper, this technique is
extended to the study of an infinite row of
vortices which exhibit some differences with
respect to the strain field.
In the following, the method of analysis is
The approximate treatment of the
first outlined.
finite rate chemical reactions between the two
The concentration
reactive species is described.
distributions and mixing statistics are presented
and discussed in the results section.
liRiOD OF AIALYSIS
Flowfield
The computation of the concentration field
within an infinite row of vortices relies on the
knowledge of the flowfield. The velocity field is
utilized to calculate the successive positions of
the material elements in time as well as the
experienced
by
them.
This
strain
rates
for
the
analytical
solution
facilitates
concentration profiles about the material elements
locally.
In this paper, the velocity distribution
for an infinite row of point vortices is modified

been complemented by

to include a viscous core in the center of each

simulations of this flow
elaborate vaiNr
The references cited here
cenfisuretion ..... .
in
the
a few examples
of many
are just
These studies have made significant
liter ture.
of these
contributions
to our unde-standing

vortex. The velocity distribution for an infinite
row of point vortices ( ) is given by

shear layers

.

have

u - (r as)

Sinh (L)
a

Co

technologically Important flowfields.
In mmerical simulation of reacting flows,
cmutations must be performed that resolve small
(of the order of the diffusive
length scales
length scales) to predict molecular mixing and
Thi5 level of resolution, in
chemical reactions.
and
tile
conauming
very
requires
general,
At the ease time, am
expensive calculations.
such as finite difference simulations,
metbed,
are hindered by the mmerical diffusion errors
whieh need to be eliminated by elaborate and
time Intensive nmerical methods.
ca
The problem eonsidered bea is an approximate
alytimal approech to solve the mixing problem in
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The coordinate system and the parameters in these
The velocity
equations are depicted in Figure 1.
(1)
Equation
by
represented
distribution
of ton/
jump
velocity
horizontal
a
represents
Since the i ty Cede.
magnitude r/a, from -r/2a to +r/2e.
d
tangential velocity at the center of a potential l
point vortex tends to infinity, a situation which I a /or
in viscous fluids,
we can *alg
is
not realized

-

Here, e(t) is the time-dependent
can be invoked.
its
along
element
the
of
rate
strain
stretched
transverse
tangent, C and r are
the
distance and the transformed time accounting for
the strain history of that particular element
Under
until it arrives to its current location.
this transformation, Equation (3) reduces to the
one-dimensional, unsteady, diffusion equation

by
viscosity
of
offects
the
Inorporate
Introducing a time dependent viscous core given by
a Rankine vortex.
periodic in the x
tince the problem is
direction, we can consider one of the vortices
under the influence of semi-infinite rows of
vortices on each side.
In particular, if we
confine our attention to the vortex situated at
a - 0, y - 0. then the velocity field can be
obtained by superposition of a viscous core
yieldi

D

Sinh (wz)
u

Gosh

(r
2w)

v

y2

cos

(-)a-

2

2

0

4vt

(2a)

In calculating the strain rates in the local
orthogonal coordinate system
(x.y) attached to
the material element, it is recognized that the
local flowfield produces both a normal and a shear
strain. While the normal strain component has a
strong influence on the molecular diffusion across
the material surface through steepening of the
concentration gradients, the effect of shear
strain on the diffusion process is such less

vt

. "x
22b)
y2

Therefore, the calculation of the
significant.
strain rates for the solution of the diffusion
equation can be based on the normal strain only.
method of analysis
Until this point, much of .R
and Marble
and
of
Rarble"
follows
t
/
.
In the determination of the
Karasozian'
material
about
distribution
concentration
is found that the diffusion zones
surfaces, it
the neighboring material surfaces
surrounding
overlap in the tightly-winded core region of the
This effect becomes more pronounced as
vortex.
the Schmidt number (Sc - v/D) decreases or the
This overlap is
molecular diffusivity increases.
of the
taken into account by superposition
concentration profiles from neighboring regions.
The superposition is admissable in view of the
linearity of the transformed diffusion Equation
This permits the construction of the whole
(5).
concentration field within the vortex from local
locations
at different
concentration profiles
Some error is introduced by
within the vortex.
the spatial variation of the strain rate, c.
The concentration fields evaluated in this
manner are subsequently used to determine the
probability density distributions (pdf) from the
concentration distribution along the x-direction
at different y-positions utilizing Taylor's frozen
flow hypothesis.
The periodicity in the x-direction allows the
construction of pdf's from the concentration field
In comparing
within a single vortex in the row.
the calculated pdf's with the experiments, some
differences are expected due to the Lagrangian
nature of the computations and the Eulerian nature
of the experiments.

The superposition is valid in the potential flow
region eutside the viscous core and is approximate
However, this approximation
in the core region.
is admissable in view of the fact that most of the
straining occurs in the potential region outside
the viscous core.
Nolecular Diffusion
surface
a material
this
flowfield,
In
initially coincident with the horizontal x-axis,
Across this material
undergoes a distortion.
surface separating the two species, molecular
is
as this interface
diffusion takes place
stretched and transported in the vortex field,
diffusion equation for a locally
The species
planar Interface can be written as
,-

+ ;
C + ;C
&a
a

2

2
•-C
2C +

(3)

y

Hero, X and y are the local orthogonal coordinates
the
of
tangent
the
with 3 algng
element, u amd ; are the corresponding velocity
componmts, C is the species mass fraction, and D
is the binary diffusivity which is assumed to be
The local flowfleld
for both species.
eVa
(u, v) can be directly related to the local strain
field euporiemeed about the material surfaces.
be obtained from the
The strain rates cm
If
this
Equation (2).
given in
flewfiold
flewfiold produced a spatially uniform, timedepeondent mormel-strain field, then the second
term on both sides of Equation (3) could be
1Frtbeormr,, a material transformseliminated.
tiem Ivan by
d(t')
dt'
Jr_"

e

it

9Cemically
RactingVortex
reactions vithin a
Finite rate chemical
vortex are treated with a method based on Green's
species
reacting
of
the
solution
function
conservation equation.
The production terms in

,e

jmp (2Jo;.(t-) dtr)

dt'

(

2

2
2+ Y

x2

(5)

in terms of the error function as

.(
Sin (a)
61) Gosh
Cos (2wx)
z

+

2

ith
the
appropriate
initial
and
boundary
For
the case of C(y) > 0. t-0)
conditions.
- 1.0 and
- .. 0. C(y < 0, t-o) - 0.0, C(y - + .,t)
G(y - - a. t) - 0.0, the solution can be written

2ah

()

2

ac

(4)

-p

2

'

the
specie
conservation
equations
can
be
elimliated by the appropriate linear combination
of those equations.
This particular dependent
variable, called the Schvab-Zol'dovich variable

expression with the derivative of Equation (11),
the folloving two Intesro-differential equations
for f and & are obtained

given by
C --4oiTf

°

Yo + 'o1

0or

(7)

oi.8i 2 f

Vf(rlC.r) h(r) Cox *c'd'

!K.

ni + of Yfi
(12a)
satisfies Squation (3) provided that the binary
diffusivities are all equal.
Here, Y's are massD
fractions,
is the stoichiometric oxidant to

f
2 a+ .

Pf(

,r)

h(r)

in o 'd

fuel mass ralo. subscripts, f. o and I refer to
fuel, oxidant and initial respectively.
In the
simple case of a second-order finite-rate reaction
between two species (fuel and oxidizer), only one
of the species conservation equations needs to be
solved and used along with the solution for the
Schvab-Zelldovich variable to determine completely
the reacting scalar fields.
The transformed fuel
species equation under transformation in Equation
(4) can be written as

81f

They
are subject
to the initial conditions
fro,O) - 0 and g(,O) - 0.
In order to implement
the solution, an approximation is made in Equation
(11)
by discretizing the continuous spectrum
of a into
discrete
values
from
zero
to
a
sufficiently large maximum value a.
Equation

fMf

&yf

D

(12b)

(11) becomes

+ h(T)

()

Yf(r',r) Z f(%(,v) Cosa nr(,)

the
related
to
is
Here. h(r) - dt/dr. and
stretching, Mf and p are the fuel molecular weight
and medium density respectively.
Solution of
Equation (8) can be obtained by -heponvolution of
the appropriate Green's function
-Do2

I

0:

)o,.,

+ Z sn(%.,)Sin a.C(40)
n

n
+

(13)
ftlz

provided that f
and gn 0 as a
a
Under
nd (12b)
Equations (12a)
this approxiation,
r- m""ransform
equations: to the following integro-differential

Cosa (

(9)
The

solution

along

a

radial

ray

can

be

dfn

obtained If the layers of reactants within the

dr

vortex are treated a multiple strips of reaction
layers
undergoing
straining.
This
permits
determination
of
the
fuel
mass
fraction
distribution along a radial ray

1f(C'.,)

1

f

O

dTn

2

d-

D n n"

-

r) h (t) Cox ar dr

f.)

h(,) Sin a'dr'

,V)(14b)

integrated by a second order Runge-Kutta method to
determine the amplitude functions fn and gn"
The chemical reaction considered here is a
second order. dilute isothermal reaction between
N0 and 03.
The reaction products are N02 and 02
and both species are diluted in H2 . The reaction
3)
, as
rate is taken from Givi et al (

Yfgiven by22

sec

Tfr.v) -

1

(1

YOYO3

J' f(a.,) Cos in~ds

-

X(e, r) Sin of do
Y!1

to r

The initial mass fractions of the species were+
taken to be 0.01.
In the next section, the
results for reacting and nonreacting cases are
discussed.
-quation

f(11)

Woere f(ft,v) an g(.)
are
functions
determined.
After differentiating
respect

V Q
f

with fn(O) - 0 and gn(O) - 0. These equations are

In this eprssion. Y! is the solution for Yf in
Thusi,
the absence of ce;mical reactions.
corresponds to the pure diffusion.
Solutions
obtained along radial lines are used to construct
the field of reacting scalars,
Solution of Equation (10) can be simplified
aince the Fourier form of the Green's function in

with

f.

HSf

Wf(C
(10)

quatim (7) suggests a form of

n

Hf

f-

(14a)

-

fj.

2
*D

paring

the

to

be
(10)

resulting
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In this section.
computed Spacs
ses
and
the corresponding
distributions
fraction
probability density distributions within reacting
and nu-reacting row of vortices are presented for
Figure 2 shove the distortion of an
three cases.
interface separating two
initially horizontal
Species In the upper and lower planes in the
In this
presence of an Infinite row of vortices.
figure, the two species are immiscible (black and
This vortex configuration simulates a
white).
shear layer between two stream of fluids with
our
In
opposite
velocities.
equal
but
gaseous
we consider a reacting,
computations,
shear layer containing ozone and nitric oxide as
both reactants are diluted in nitrogen
reactants.
For
so that the chemical reaction is isothermal.
two cases studied, ozone and nitric
the first
oxide with a mass fraction of 0.01 each occupy the
upper and lower half-planes, respectively. In the
third case, nitric oxide occupies the upper half
plane with a mass fraction of 0.136 and ozone
occupies the lover half-plane with a mss fraction
This case simulates the resarfng shear
of 0.01.
an'f.
layer experiment of Kasutani and 5
to
a
oncorresponds
The
first
case
dimensional vortex strength (or vortex Reynolds
time
a
dimensionless
s0.2
number) F/2wv of
and a Scheidt
I - 1Wt/a of 0.02
parameter,
3 shows
the
Figure
number, v/D of umity.
normalized mass fraction of ozons across the
vortex.
The reacted core is surrounded by sme
excess ozone in the outer layer of the vortex as
90
2.
The corresponding
in
Figure
seen
It can be seen
distribution is shown in Figure 4.
present in the reacted core
that some NO is still
because of the non-unity stoichiometry of the
reaction (i.e. stoichiometric 0 to O mess ratio
is 1.6).
Figure 5 shove the distribution of the
conseived scalar (mes fraction of the upper plane
species for non-reacting case or the SchvabZol'dovich variable for reacting case) in the
vortex.
In the absence of chemical reactions, the
vortex assumes a more diffused structure with
lower concentration gradients compared to the
Figures 6 and 7 compare the
reacting vortex.
for non(pdf)
density functions
probability
For the
reacting and reacting cases respectively.
uon-reacting vortex, the pdf consists of two peaks
at the umuixed concentrations (Y - 0.0 and Y 1.0) as well as finite probabilites In the wellChemical
mixed care region around Y - 0.5.
shifting
the
the
pdf
by
alter
reactions
probability peaks at mixed concentrations to lower
concentrations and by modifying the pdf peak at Y
oth of these effects are due to the
- 0.0.
depletion of the species by finite rate chemical
reactions,
to a noncorresponds
The second case
dimensioeal vortex strength of 125 and a tim
These parameters simulate the
permeter of 0.004.

eouditions in the early part

reacting shear

The vortex
layer of Hasutani and Soenm.
strength was computed based on the reported
The time parameter was
experimental conditions.
estimated from the mam velocity at which the
vortices are convected downstream and the location
at which the comparisons were to be ode (z - 11
CU).
The aone mass fraction distribution is
The concentration field is
depicted in Figure S.
less
diffused and shews higher concentration
This is
gradient coempared to the previews ase.

nil n

u

i

im d

m

-i nl ,iniildd

appropriate for a vortex with higher circulation
The higher vortex
at an early time in its growth.
strength increases the concentration gradients
Figure 9 shows the NO
through stretching.
concentration distribution within the vortex. The
features
of the distribution are
qualitative
The conserved
similar to the previous case.
scalar field, shown in Figure 10, appears to be
gradients.
with
steeper
t
different
so
Therefore. it shows the vortex structure much more
clearly.
The corresponding pdf's for reacting and nonin Figures 11 and 12
reactine vortices are sho
Similar to the previous case, the
respectively.
effect of chemical reactions on the pdf Is to
modify the probability peak topography at zrospecies and to
concentration of the reobbiit
ixed
peak
t the
reduce
the probability
Figures 12 eand 13 compare the
cocentrtion.
coputed and mesured pdf's for the non-reacting
shear layer experiment of Nasutani and Bowman.
Although the shape of the peaks at C - 0.0 and 1.0
are similar, the computations do not exhibit the
experimentally observed "hump" on the high speed
In the Lagrangian frame
side of the mixing layer.
are
which
the computations
in
of reference
performed, the concentration field and the pdfs
Therefore,
are antisymmetric about the x-axis.
these calculations are not expected to reproduce
This
the "hump* observed in the experiments.
experimental observation is attributed to the
high-speed
higher rate of entrainment of
After
Dimotakisffil.
according
to
stream
relaxation of the frozen flow approximation, the
antlymetric character may no longer exist and
this phenomenon can be studied theoretically.
he measured pdfs reported by Nasutanl and
eI
3owmanii
for the reacting mixing layer, the highspeed stream (upper plane) end the low-speed
NO
and 03
contained
(lower
plans)
stream
The NO to 0 mole fraction ratio in
respectively.
the free streams was 0.111 for one of the cases
they studied.
Computations were performed for
this configuration to compare the pdf for the
chemically reacting mixing layer. Figure 14 shows
the computed NO mass fraction in the vortex.
Figures 15 and 16 give a comparison of the
experimentally determined and computed pdfs for
the reacting species 03. It should be noted that
the shapes of the probability peaks are quite
Penetration of NO from the upper plane
similar.
(high-speed stream) to the lower plans (low-speed
stream) is a result of the abundance of NO in the
This causes the extension of
upper half-plane.
The
the peak at Y - 0.0 to the lower half-plane.
It is
some trend Is found in the computations.
also interesting to note that the "hump" observed
for the non-reacting nixing layer has disappeared
This is believed to be
for the reacting case.
simply due to the depletion of NO by the chemical
reaction.

sumuff
concentration
of
species
Computation
distributions in non-reacting end reacting row of
It
vortices have been presented for a few cases.
was shown that a piocowise analytical approach to
the solution of molecular nixing and finite rate
chemical reactions can be implemented to solve for
the concenattion fields. This method, first used
concentrates on the solution of
by Marble

nixing

and

reactions

- -lIl**i.n.nl

for

a

given

flowfield.
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Therefore. buoyancy effects and the influence of
chemical reaction bMat release on the flowfLeld
are not considered. However. the technique avoids
me of the numerical problems encountered in the
The comparisons of
full nmerical simulations.
the computed probability density functions with
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